INTRODUCTION
The last decade has experienced an acute competition in the field of wireless communications developments either by extending the capability of existing systems or by developing new systems. Nowadays most of broad band wireless services are provided through terrestial systems or via satellites. The height of the communication platform appears to be quantized to either a near ground heights of about 50m or Satellite heights that are extremely large, about 36,000km ,for geosynchronous orbits. Intermediate heights were not allowed due to the stability considerations and limitations set by the existence of a suitable platform carrying the communications equipment. Thus; HAPs are still considered temporary solutions whose benefits appear only in disaster environments or military applications but can not as a permanent system serving civilians. Due to this limitation, terrestial systems were the best alternative to HAP systems. One of the problems limiting the system performance in a multi cell terrestial environment is the lacking of a Line of Sight (LoS) communications link between the served user and his serving base station [1] . Nowadays, communications platforms at intermediate heights began to appear in the form of a helicopter or a balloon, hanged at height of about 17km up to 30km. The exact mechanism of hanging the system is left as a problem to aerodynamics engineers and is beyond the scope of this paper. High Altitude Platforms can act as base-stations or relay nodes, which may be effectively regarded as a very tall antenna or a very Low-Earth-Orbit (LEO) satellite. This modern communication solution has advantages of both terrestrial and satellite communications. It is a good solution for serving the increasing demand of broadband wireless access by using higher frequency allocations especially in the mm-wavelength band that is utilized for high-speed data transmission. A HAPs dependent multi user coverage system may be considered as a promising solution since it always has a LoS link with the users it serves. High Altitude Platforms are also proposed to provide 3G and 4G communication services, such as WiMax broadband services below 11GHz. The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) allocated a frequency band around 2 GHz for HAPs services [2] - [3] . It is well known that the path loss depends on several factors such as the TX-RX separation, the operating frequency and the path loss exponent which depends on the type of the propagation environment. Since the free space is the dominant environment in the Down Link (DL) of a multi user HAP system, most of the literature on broadband wireless communications delivered via a HAP dependent system assumes a Free Space Path Loss (FSPL) for modeling the propagation channel in the downlink. However the FSPL model fails to describe the channel accurately and a more accurate path loss model should have been developed. Several propagation models have been developed for HAP systems in the mm-wave band at 47/48 GHz, but they are not applicable in the neighborhood of the 2GHz band. Until 2008, there was no specific propagation model has been established for HAPs around 2GHz, and therefore FSPL has been the widely used model. However, a simple FSPL propagation model is unsuitable for system simulations of mobile systems provided via HAPs in urban areas in which communications through HAPs is an ideal solution [4] . In a more realistic statistical channel model has been proved to be suitable for HAPs based systems at least in the 2-6GHz band in which the licensed and the unlicensed versions of the 3G and 4G systems are operating . This model has been experimentally verified and validated through analytical and simulation studies validated by measurements. This propagation model, although distance dependent, has the advantage of being independent of the path loss exponent that differs according to the environment in which the system is set up. Another advantage of this model is that it is semi deterministic as it depends on the exact user location and is capable of statistically predicting the attenuation of the transmitted signal in the downlink and assuming the general large scale Log normal fading distribution as will be seen in section (III). In this paper the capacity performance of a general multi cell coverage system is investigated under both the Rayleigh and the HAPs channel models through extensive Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. The first channel model, that is the Rayleigh channel model, is considered as a typical channel model for Non Line of Sight (NLoS) terrestial communications and a HAPs channel [5] . The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section (II) a novel description of the multi cell coverage system model is introduced along with expressions for the path loss (PL) of the HAP channel model, the Carrier to Interference plus Noise Ratio (CINR). Simulation results for both channel types are provided in section (IV) with the capacity as the performance metric of interest. Finally, the whole paper is concluded in section (V).
II. MULTICELL COVERAGE SCENARIO

A. Multi User configuration
Let us consider a coverage area divided into M hexagonal cell downlinks and covered by a communication system supporting K users. In general K > M, thus frequency reuse concept is used due to the limited frequency resources. Due to the frequency reuse, the intended user receives interference signals leaking from antennas covering other cells which are allocated the same frequency band. This is called the cochannel interference. We shall assume a frequency reuse factor of 1, i.e., all users in all other cells will be cochannel users. Each of the M users is equipped with Nr receive antennas and is served by Nt transmit antennas hanged in the HAP payload [6] .
In such a multi-cell MIMO communications scenario, depicted in Fig.1 , the users conflict CCI, and for each user, there will be (M-1) Nt interfering signals resulting from Nt transmitting antennas of the (M-1) cochannel users and arriving at each of the Nr receiving antenna of land mobile users.
Assuming that the desired user is located at the center of coverage area inside the central cell, the cell whose center is concentric with that of the coverage area, and so is the cochannel users. The HAP payload of each user has an array gain of H G ,whose boresight direction is directed towards the center of each cell while k θ is the angle between the boresight direction of the central cell and that of the th k user.
B. Interference in multicell MIMO cellular networks
In multi cell coverage systems, Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) is not the only source of signal degradation and the interference power level resulting from cochannel users is also a source and is considered as one of the major parameters that limit the Quality of Service (QoS) of each of the M downlinks such as the link capacity (measured in bps). The Carrier to Interference plus Noise Ratio (CINR) can be expressed as
Where ζ is the CINR, s P is the carrier power received by the intended user, I is the average aggregate power resulting from the M-1 cochannel users and N is the average power of the AWGN. Based on the scenario introduced in section (II.A), the cochannel interference power can be expressed as [7] . 
With I is the aggregate interference power transmitted by Nt transmitting antennas of the (M-1) cochannel users and collected by the with Nr receive antennas of the intended user, receiving antenna of the intended user. However, since the distance between the antennas carried on the HAP payload is much smaller than the HAP-land user separation; the distance between any of the receiving antennas of the desired user and any of the transmitting antennas of cochannel users are almost equal. Also we shall further assume that the receiving antenna array of a land mobile user is omnidirectional such that (.) 1 U G = . Fig.1 . Multicell coverage by a hexagonal grid.
III. MODELING THE HAP PROPAGATION CHANNEL Up to this point the elements of a HAPs link are the HAPs antenna payload array, assumed to be a smart, the HAPs channel over which the desired signal propagates and the users' antennas, assumed to be omnidrectional. Each of which will be investigated in more detail in the next sections. Typically the elevation angle of the HAPs ranges from 10º up to 90º and the HAPs height 17 30 h km km = ∼ .High elevation angles owing to the relatively small cell radius of HAP coverage technique also mean that the LOS propagation to the HAP is a reasonable assumption. Therefore, FSPL is used in this article, and diffraction and shadowing are not explicitly considered without loss of general validity. In this paper we investigate the effect of an experimentally verified model that is suitable for the 2-6GHz broadband communications using the HAPs band for .The model is elevation angle dependent and assumes that the FSL can take place via a Line of Sight (LoS) path or a Non Line of Sight path (NLoS). This both propagation scenarios will be investigated in this paper. The model is suitable for four different types of environment were selected for the scenarios presented here and a measurement campaign demonstrated the applicability of the new propagation model [8] . The path loss in built-up areas can be expressed in dB as in the following equations (7) (8) :
With FSPL L is the free space path loss in dB is the shadowing loss and are correction factors responsible for the shadowing phenomenon that takes place in a dense urban environment and are represented as a Log normally distributed random variable that is: 20 log( ) 20 log( ) 92.4
Where, km d is the distance, in km, between the HAPs payload and the land mobile receiver and GHz f is the frequency in GHz. The shadowing loss LoS ζ (expressed in dB) is a function of the elevation angle θ is represented by a random variable (RV) that follows a normal distribution parameterized by:
The standard deviation X σ of this normal distribution ranges from3dB to5dB for LoS links and from 8 dB to 12 dB for NLoS links. Because of the need for realistic system-level modeling of mobile systems, random components and in dB are added as a location variability utilizing the log-normal distribution with a zero mean. In the aforementioned general interference model, every signal including the interference signal passes through an independent and identical wireless channel, that is ,each signal transmitted by one of the Nt antennas and received by any of the Nr antennas of different users is subject to independent path loss, shadowing, and lognormal fading [9] . The probability distribution function (PDF) of the lognormal distribution can be written as
IV. CAPACITY ANALYSIS
To utilize the maximum capacity of a MIMO channel, it will be assumed that the transmitting HAP antenna array of the intended user has a perfect knowledge of the channel state. This will justify the use of the Waterfilling algorithm for power distribution among the transmitting antennas based on the singular value decomposition of the channel matrix H [9] . Thus, The CINR in (1) can be expressed as (2) in (1) and expressing the power of the AWGN in terms of its variance 2 n σ , the CINR in (7) can be expressed as
The elements of the channel state matrix H are realizations of a random variable (RV) whose statistics obey either the Rayleigh distribution or the lognormal distribution representing the path loss of the HAP link as introduced in section (III), depending on the environment in which the link is established. In conventional terrestial systems, the Rayleigh distribution is the most preferred choice of most literature, however, for downlinks established via HAP, the lognormal distribution is more suitable, especially for systems operating in the 2-6 GHz band. For simplicity we shall assume that ,
, that is, equal power is transmitted for all users in the DL. From the HAP channel model introduced in section (III), the path loss, expressed in normal units, as the product of a distance dependent FSPL and a shadowing RV X between the th i transmitting antenna of the HAP payload of a cochannel users to the th j receiving antenna of the intended user. Hence , , ( )
represents shadowing loss independent paths and uncorrelated channels. From the introduced assumptions, the CINR in (8) can be written as:
The average capacity of multi-cell MIMO cellular network can be given by:
The statistics of the attenuation must be known for (11) to be analytically evaluated, however to avoid mathematical complexity, this problem will be numerically solved during simulations. A semi analytical approach will be followed to evaluate the capacity in (11) by generating a number of 10,000 channel realizations, calculating the conditional capacities and replacing the expectation operator by the arithmetic mean operator in order to average the conditional capacities over the number of realizations [10] - [11] . 2 1 log (1 ) (12) Numerical values for both the transmitted power and the noise power may validate the ignorance of the later without affecting the results. Noise power can be of the value -100dBm while the transmitted power is about 40dBm, even if after passing through a large distance the average loss when transmitting over a HAP link is about x dB and hence the CINR can be approximated by:
Based on the presented expression of the average capacity of the multi-cell MIMO cellular network with cochannel interference derived in Section III, the effect of various system parameters on the capacity will be analyzed and compared by numerical calculations and Monte Carlo (MC) simulations in this section [12] .
A. Simulation setup
In what follows, some parameters of the capacity model are configured as follows, ÿ Every MIMO HAP-user configuration has no more than eight transmitting or receiving antennas used for transmission and receiving operations. ÿ For any user, the number of transmitting antennas is always equal to the number of receiving antennas. ÿ The waterfilling algorithm is used to divide the power among transmit antenna. ÿ A coverage area of typical radius of 35km is divided into a hexagonal grid with a frequency reuse factor of unity. ÿ The desired user is located at the central cell while the remaining M-1 users are located at the centers of the cells they belong to. ÿ There is always a LoS path between the HAP antenna payload and the land mobile users.
The spatial distribution of the locations of interfering users assumed above ensures that an average capacity is expected. A frequency reuse factor of 1 is assumed in order to allow all other cochannel M-1 users to be cochannel users that contribute to the interference signal. Under these assumptions, a limit on the minimum signal to interference plus noise ratio and hence a lower limit of capacity is set. The rest of simulation parameters are presented in Table 1 , shown below. B. Performance Analysis Fig. 2 illustrates the variability of the average capacity of a multi cell MIMO system with SNR, expressed in dB for different diversity orders ranging from 2 ⋅ 2 up to an 8 ⋅ 8 order system. The lower bundle of curves describe the increase of capacity with SNR is faster for low MIMO orders in links working under a Rayleigh environment, however; the average capacity of HAP links shows a constant growth rate with the SNR when working at different MIMO orders. In addition, it is clear that the average capacity of a HAP link is in general larger than that of its corresponding Rayleigh for the same MIMO order and the same SNR. In Fig. 3 , we first analyze the impact of increasing the number of transmit antennas, and hence the diversity order, on the average capacity per a HAP link in the absence of cochannel interference in both types of channels assumed. Simulation results show the following.
For both channel types, the average capacity increases with increasing the number of transmit antennas .We also note that the rate of increase in the average capacity is the same for both channel types. However, for the same value of SNR and the same diversity order, the average capacity of a HAP link is larger than expected from a corresponding Rayleigh by about 11bps/Hz, This is true for all values of SNR and all diversity orders considered. This because the LoS nature of the HAP link that is dominant due to the very high elevation of the communications platform. Moreover, in each channel type, doubling the order of the diversity leads to an increase by an amount of 2bps/Hz in the link capacity. From Fig. 4 , the cochannel interference has great impact on the normalized downlink average capacity when the SNR is larger than or equal to -10 dB; however, the capacity is not much affected below a SNR of -10 dB and the performance of the HAP link in the absence of the cochannel interference is identical to the performance with it for the AWGN becomes the dominant source of signal degradation. After this turning point, the average capacity performance tends to show a very slow logarithmic increase with the SNR rather than following a linear relation in the absence of cochannel interference.
VI. CONCLUSION
Throughout this paper it was proved through simul VII. CONCLUSION Throughout this paper, an expression is derived for the average link capacity in a multi cell MIMO system covered by a high altitude communications platform. Simulation results show that multi cell MIMO systems covered by a high altitude communications platform outperforms conventional terrestial in terms of the per user link capacity as the performance metric of interest, for future work, it would be interest to explore the impact of different cooperative transmission schemes on the system capacity and how various multiple antenna techniques, opportunistic scheduling, and base station cooperation affect coverage.
VIII. FUTURE WORK
For future work, it would be interest to explore the impact of different cooperative transmission schemes on the system capacity and how various multiple antenna techniques, opportunistic scheduling, and base station cooperation affect coverage. 
